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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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ABSTRACT What is the project designed to 
achieve?
The project is designed to bridge 
RMECRFCPȩ RFPCCȩ QAGCLRGȏAȩ BGQAGNJGLCQ�ȩ
operational modelling of waves, 
operational modelling of sea ice, 
and satellite remote sensing. It will 
make extensive use of the new 
ESA Sentinel-1 satellite and of the 
MyOcean marine services. The project 
also anticipates the application of new 
regulations for “paperless navigation”. 

Why is this project important for 
"ROLMB� >KA� ELT� ALBP� FQ� ?BKBȎQ�
European citizens?
Europe has ambitious plans to use the 
Arctic for navigation, while aiming at 
protecting its vulnerable ecosystem. 
SWARP will provide a dedicated 
waves-in-ice service onboard ships, 
by including the new waves and sea 
ice data into the Electronic Chart 
Display and Information System. This 
information will help in the planning 
of safe Arctic maritime voyages, 
taking into account risks of waves in 
ice.

How does the project exceed the 
current state of knowledge?
As of today there is no system capable 
of predicting or even providing 
information on the presence of waves 
in ice-infested waters over large 
areas. The project will therefore make 
new knowledge available through 
navigation technology, and also 
through public information systems 
–, such as those dealing with search 
and rescue operations and dispersion 
of oil spills.

The sea ice is retreating from the Arctic, 
stimulating dreams of industrial developments 
?LBȩ RMSPGQRGAȩ CVNJMGR?RGML�ȩ  SRȩ RFCȩ GAC�DPCCȩ
ocean leaves room for generating long waves 
RF?Rȩ NCLCRP?RCȩ RFCȩ+'8�ȩ 2FCQCȩU?TCQ�GL�GACȩ ?PCȩ
dangerous for human lives, material property and 
the environment (for example they represent a 
risk factor for oil spills).

However, there are currently no services 
providing any information about either the waves 
RFCKQCJTCQȩ MPȩ RFCGPȩ CȎCARQȩ MLȩ RFCȩ GACȩ QR?RCȩ �GLȩ
N?PRGASJ?Pȩ RFCȩBGQRPG@SRGMLȩMDȩ GACȩ ȐMCȩ QGXCQ��ȩ 2FCȩ
monitoring and forecasting systems developed in 
SWARP aim to become operational by the middle 
MDȩRFCȩNPMHCAR
ȩȏJJGLEȩ?ȩE?NȩGLȩRFCȩNPCQCLRȩK?PGLCȩ
services of Copernicus.

�ȩU?TCQ�GL�GACȩKMBCJȩUGJJȩ@CȩȏPQRȩT?JGB?RCBȩ?LBȩ
then included in the downstream forecasting 
services provided by MyOcean (Arctic Marine 
$MPCA?QRGLEȩ !CLRCP�ȩ ?LBȩ ?Qȩ N?PRȩ MDȩ .PĸTGKCPȩ
(global wave forecasts). 

In addition to wave and sea ice forecast models, 
the project will develop satellite observation 
methods for waves in-ice and other ice properties 
GLȩRFCȩ+'8�

Existing and new satellite observing systems, 
especially Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
data, will be utilized for retrieval of waves and 
GACȩ NPMNCPRGCQȩ GLȩ RFCȩ +'8�ȩ 2FCȩ NPMHCARȩ UGJJȩ PSLȩ
operationally using data from future Copernicus 
satellites, such as Sentinel-1. The project will also 
integrate the new met-ocean services into state-
of-the-art technology for onboard navigation 
and shore-based contingency planning. The 
maritime transport user group is directly involved 
in the project through the participation of an 
GLLMT?RGTCȩ1+#
ȩ �,�42-0ȩ�1�ȩRF?Rȩ GQȩBCTCJMNGLEȩ
RFCȩL?TGE?RGMLȩ?LBȩNJ?LLGLEȩQMȓU?PC�

MONITORING AND NUMERICAL 
Ç/#"'!1'-,�-$�4�3#0�',�1&#�+�/%',�*�
ICE ZONE FOR SAFER NAVIGATION

SWARP aims at extending operational services supporting maritime transport safety in the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) 
to include forecasts of waves in ice-covered seas, forecasts of sea ice in the presence of waves, and remote 
sensing of both waves and sea ice conditions in the MIZ. These will enhance the Copernicus downstream services in 
1PMBS�3FHJPOT��#FTJEFT�NBSJUJNF�USBOTQPSU�48"31�BMTP�UBSHFUT�PҧTIPSF�PQFSBUJPOT�DJWJM�TFDVSJUZ�BOE�DPBTUBM�BOE�
environmental management in the Arctic.
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Ships and Waves Reaching Polar regions (SWARP)

Contract N°: 607476
Starting Date: 01/02/2014
Duration: 36 months
EU Contribution: € 2.152.918,97 
Estimated total cost: € 2.919.076,30 
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Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing 
Center (NERSC), Norway
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